Traditional interval computations provide an estimate for the result y = f(z1, ..., z, ) of data processing when we know intervals XI,. . . , xn that are guaranteed to contain the (unknown) actual values of the quantities 11,. . . ,zn. Often, in addition to these guaranteed. intervals, we have confidence intervals for these quantities, i.e., intervals xi that contain the corresponding values zi with a certain probability. It is desirable, based on the confidence intervals for z i , to produce the resulting confidence interval for y. It turns out that the formulas for computing such resulting confidence interval are closely related with the formulas for processing fuzzy numbers by using Zadeh's extension principle. Thus, known algorithms for processing fuzzy data can be used to process confidence intervals as well.
Why intervals?
Most information about real-life quantities come from measurements. Measurements are never 100% accurate; as a result, the measurement result 2 differs from the actual (unknown) value of the measured quantity x. In many real-life situations, the only information that we have about the measurement error Z -x is the upper bound A provided by the manufacturer. In such situations, after measurement, the only information that we have about x is that x belongs to the interval [Z -A, Z + A].
Why process intervals?
Some quantities y, like a distance to a star or the amount of oil in a given area, are impossible (or difficult) to measure directly. To gauge y, we measure quantities XI, . . . , x, related to y, and then use the known relationship y = f(z1,. . . , 5,) between zi and y to reconstruct y.
When after each measurement, we only know the intervals xi of possible valuce of xi, we must therefore find the interval of possible values of y = f(x1,. . . , z , ) when x1 is in the interval XI, . . . , and xn is in the interval x,, i.e.., we must transform the intervals xi into a new interval y. Techniques for processing interval data -called "interval computations" -are successfully used in application areas ranging from space exploraiion to robotics to chemical engineering; see, e.g., [2, 3, 41. The difficulty comes from the fact that, e.g., to get an interval that contains y with probability 99%, we cannot simply apply interval computations to the intervals x1 and x2 that contain, correspondingly, x1 and 2 2 with probability 99%: indeed, the resulting interval would include y with the probability that both x1 is in x1 and 22 is in x2, and this probability of a joint event may be < 99%.
We must therefore generalize traditional interval methods to confidence intervals. This generalization is presented in the paper.
Relationship to fuzzy techniques
On the qualitative level, there is a clear relation between confidence intervals and fuzzy numbers:
0 Confidence intervals are a "nested" collection of intervals corresponding to different levels of confidence probability.
0 A fuzzy number can also be represented as a "nested" collection of a-cuts, i.e., intervals corresponding to different thresholds of membership value (see, e.g., [5, 61) .
This seemingly natural qualitative relationships is known because it was sometimes used by statisticians in their past claims that problems solved by fuzzy logic can be solved even better by statistical techniques.
It turns out that this qualitative relationship can be actually upgraded to a quantitative one.
Input data for processing confidence intervals
Let us assume that a variable x is guaranteed to lie within an interval [x-, x+] . For every possible confidence level , O E (0, l), the corresponding confidence interval is defined as an interval that contains x with probability 2 p. In other words, a confidence interval [ X -, X + ] of confidence level is defined as an interval for which the probability pout to be outside
There are two possibilities for x to be outside the
0 when x is smaller than the lower bound X -, and 0 when x is larger than the upper bound X+.
Thus, the probability pout that x is outside the confidence interval is equal to the sum of the two probabilities:
0 the probability that x is smaller than the lower 0 the probability that x is larger than the upper bound X-and bound X+.
For the same probability distribution and for the same confidence level , f 3, we can have different confidence intervals:
we can set X -= x-and find the value X+ for which the probability
alternatively, we can set X + = x+ and find the value X -for which the probability
that x 5 X-is equal to P; we can also find X-for which the probability that x < X -is equal to a12 = (1 -p)/2 and X f for which the probability that x > X+ is equal to 4 2 :
There are many other options. b-, z+(8)1.
Possible cases
In this paper, we will consider two possible cases:
0 when the probabilities corresponding to different variables 21, . . . , x n are independent, and when we have no information about the possible correlation between these probabilities. = y.
In other words, if we form:
a fuzzy number X1 (with membership function p 1 ( q ) ) from the confidence intervals corresponding to 21, another fuzzy number X2 (with membership function p2 ( 2 2 ) ) from the confidence intervals corresponding to 22, etc.
then the-fuzzy number Y formed by the resulting confidence intervals for y can be obtained from XI, . . . , X, by applying Zadeh's extension principle:
where max is taken over all tuples (51,. . . ,x,) for which f(z1,. . . ,xn) = y, and t(a,b) = a . b is an appropriate t-norm.
Main result for possibly dependent case and its relation to fuzzy data processing
Let us now consider the case when we have no information about the correlation between xi. Let us fix p and try to find, for y = f(z1, ..., z,), the value y+(P) for which the probability Prob[y 5 y+(p)] is equal to p.
Similarly to the independent case, for every tuple (PI,...,~~), wehave: -with probability 0, .
The probability that i-th inequality fails is equal to 1-&, hence the probability that one of n inequalities fail cannot exceed the sum of these probabilities, i.e.,
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(1 -01) + . . . + (1 -p, ) . Thus, with probability
all n inequalities hold, i.e., x1 5 xt(@l), . . . , and z, , 5 x:(pn). Since the function f(z1,. . . ,x,) is non-decreasing, we conclude that with probability
.,z;t(@n)).
Thus, we have a bound that bound y from above with probability @1 . . . . . pn. In particular, if we select pi for which the product is equal to @, we get the bound corresponding to the given p. One such bound is easy to find: with probability 2 p, we have y 5 y+. Our goal is to find the smallest of such bounds, so we can take
where minimum is taken over all values @I,. . . , pn for which "(0,
Similar to the independent case, we can thus conclude that if we form: 
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The relationship between confidence intervals and fuzzy data processing is very useful
The above relationship between nested confidence intervals and fuzzy numbers is, in our opinion, methodologically interesting, because they provide one more case when the formulas of fuzzy logic, formulas originally designed to handle human uncertainty, can be also used to solve well formulated and mathematically well-defined practical problems.
This relationship is also practically useful because we can now apply the multi-decade experience of computing extension principle formulas to solve problems with purely statistical uncertainty.
It is worth mentioning that a similar example of usefulness of fuzzy formulas in solving purely statistical problems (planning, including robotic planning) was presented in our paper [8] .
From intervals to p-boxes
Confidence intervals appear not only when we measure a physical quantity, they also appear when we reconstruct the value of the probability (or of any other physical characteristic) from the sample; see,
For example, when we reconstruct a cumulative distribution function (CDF) from the sample, then Kolmogorov-Smirnov inequalities enable us to provide bounds for the actual CDF (called probability boxes, or p-boxes) with a certain confidence interval. Thus, we have a nested collection of bounds corresponding to different confidence probabilities. Such a nested collection is called hybrid number in [l] .
There are methods which enables us, knowing pboxes for 2 1 and 22, to find the p-box containing e.g., [91.
the CDF for f ( z l , x z ) ; see, e.g., [7] . We must therefore extend these methods to the case when, instead of p-boxes, we have a collection of pboxes corresponding to different confidence probabilities. Here too formulas based on extension principle work.
